COVID-19 and SADS Updates

Click [here](#) to continue to find current information about the pandemic at the SADS Foundation COVID-19 Updates for SADS Conditions Resource Page.

Facebook Live Event - Ask the Expert: Spanish Edition

Join us Friday, June 19th, 2:20 ET, for a special Facebook Live with Drs. Georgia Brugada and Michael Ackerman where the broadcast will be held in Spanish. Our experts will be able to read and translate with our Spanish speaking SADS Community.

Check out past Facebook Live videos [here](#).

View Webinar: New Approaches to Variants of Uncertain Significance

Can big data help reduce VUS? What does that mean for functional modeling? You can still watch our webinar to learn about new frontiers in VUS resolution. Presented by Drs. Dan Roden of Vanderbilt University and Dianalee McKnight, Invitae. Click [here](#) to view the
We had a great turnout of more than 135 participants! Many thanks extended to Invitae and Medtronic for the educational grant.

**SADS Grads of 2020**

This week the SADS Foundation held a ceremony for the graduate class of 2020. We honored our grads by showcasing a slideshow on Facebook live and an inspiring commencement speech by Dr. Michael Ackerman. Congratulations to the class of 2020 on your graduation and best wishes for your next adventure from all of us at the SADS Foundation.

Click [here](#) to check out the Grads.

**Survey on COVID-related Bystander CPR**

With the Coronavirus pandemic, all of our lives have changed. We have to adapt, learn, and make changes to beat this! Bystander CPR has not yet been well studied during this epidemic, so let's learn and make outcomes better!

When you have a moment, would you help us with this research survey from the University of British Columbia on COVID related bystander CPR? Just click [here](#) to take part.

**SADS Spotlight - Justin**

This week our SADS Spotlight is Justin, whose mother shared the story of receiving a diagnosis of Brugada Syndrome just a week after Justin's first birthday. Read Justin's full story [here](#).

**SADS Comedy Improv Night Will Be July 16, 2020!**

If you haven't been lucky enough to attend one of our conferences and experience the Cherub Improv performances, then your luck has just changed!
Cherub Improv members will bring a night of laughter for SADS families on Zoom. Just click here to register in advance to share in the fun!!

**Special Guest Dr. Mike Ackerman** will be in attendance as well as other **Surprise Guests**!

Be a part of the SADS Foundation expanding online services to keep SADS families connected!

♥ COVID-19 Resource Page
♥ Weekly FB Live Events with Dr. Ackerman and SADS experts
♥ International Heart-to-Heart Zoom Chats
♥ Weekly Kids and Teens Zoom Chats and Game Nights

*Click here to help us to maintain critical services during the COVID crisis!!*

---

**CPR During the Pandemic**

With current recommendations to prevent the spread of COVID-19, health officials suggest that you should physically distance yourself from other individuals. What does this mean for performing bystander hands-only CPR if someone around you goes into cardiac arrest? To find out, click here to read the study published by the American Heart Association article to learn about recommendations for saving a life while keeping yourself safe.

---

**CONTACT OUR SUPPORT & RESOURCE CENTER**

Our support and resource center is available Monday-Friday to answer your medical and support questions and help you find knowledgeable medical professionals. Contact the support center at 801-946-0946 or email sads@sads.org.